
Dear Music Lover, 

I am proud to introduce the ultimate solutions for audio reproduction to India.  

Our products are designed for the music loving connoisseur. Those who want to 

own the best audio-equipment money can buy, to enjoy music at home.  

As home-theatre systems are designed to create special effects, and lifestyle 

systems to provide aural wall-paper, Audio Note systems are designed to 

reproduce music. They seamlessly blend audio into music with vivid and lively 

power. 

Our products not only reproduce every sound present on a recording, but also its 

emotional content. To achieve this is hard, as many correlations between 

technology and experience are not well understood.  

Our journey was started 30 year ago by Hiroyasu Kondo, aka ‘The Audio 

Silversmith’. Born the second son of a Buddhist Priest, he was the first person to 

use silver wire in audio designs. An expensive metal which had never been used 

in an audio design before. But with this bold idea, and his reinvention of the 

single-ended valve amplifier, the sound character of Audio Note was created. 

The products of Audio Note are made for and bond with the audiophile’s heart. 

Transcend technology fashion by choosing the finest aural experience money can 

buy… Welcome to the world of Audio Note. 

Warmest Regards, 

Aernoud Dekker 

CEO, Audio Note India 



Key facts: 

• For ultimate results, control is needed over every part and component of a 

music system. We are the only manufacturer who design and handcrafts 

all components and critical parts ourselves (including transformers, 

capacitors and resistors), in order to compose a music system where the 

overall result is greater than the sum of its parts. And it’s when you put the 

whole thing together that the magic begins. We straddle the border 

between science and art. You don’t know where one finishes and other 

begins. 

• We are the only manufacturer to truly go -all-the-way- to achieve the 

highest possible level of ‘Musical Ecstasy’. E.g. the legendary Audio Note 

Ongaku... Many audiophiles around the world, rightly, consider it one of 

the 'Holy Grails' of audio... and for good reason! Here is the legend of 

hand-craftsmanship, many pounds of hand wound silver transformers and 

a generous sprinkling of exotic parts all wrapped into a single chassis. 

Taking nearly 100 hours each to produce by highly skilled personnel with 

many years of experience.  

• We serve true connoisseurs from all over the world. Offering an 

unparalleled experience to owners who can afford to introduce the best 

the world has to offer into their life-style. Its not without reason that Audio 

Note was featured in Rolls Royce’s Book - 'A Legacy Of Luxury’, as one of 

few companies who strive for perfection, regardless of cost or difficulty. 

• But foremost our company is not about snobbery, but about quality. 

Offering value instead of vapour. Not only for the richest, but also for the 

common audiophile as Audio Note offers true audiophile systems from Rs. 

5 Lakh onwards. 

For the love of music. That universal language capable of creating a 

shared visceral, emotional experience, regardless of what language you 

speak.


